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Statement of Miss Nancy Wyse-Power,

3. Wellington Place. Dublin.

First Instalment.

Early Nationalist Influences:

Discussions on Irish politics were in my ears from the

time I could hear anything, as both my parents had been

actively engaged in public affairs.

Father's connection with the revival of Irish and
foundation of the G.A.A.

My father had been interested in the Irish language

movement from an early age. Although his parents were

Irish speakers, he himself did not learn Irish until he was

about sixteen years of age, when he had his interest aroused

by a priest in Blackrock College where he was at school.

Although his family lived only two miles from the city of

Waterford, my great-grandmother who died about 1895 spoke no

English, which indicates how rapidly the Irish-speaking

areas have shrunk in the last 50 years. My father was an

early member of the Society for the Preservation of the

Irish language and assisted John Fleming in editing the

Gaelic Journal. On leaving
school

he entered the Civil

Service but was dismissed because of his membership of a

society called 'The Young Ireland Society'. He subsequently

became a journalist and in that capacity accompanied Parnell

on his American tour. He was one of the group of five or

six who founded the G.A.A. at Thurles. He was imprisoned

for Six months during the Land League.

Mother's part in the Ladies' Land League:

My mother had also grown up in a nationalist

atmosphere.
Her father's house in Dublin was a resort for
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Fenians and one of her brothers had gone straight from

Synge Street school to Tallaght on the day of the Rising

planned in 1867. As a result of the snow he got pneumonia

and died.

As a girl she joined the Ladies' Land League which had

been founded by Anna Parnell. Modern writers tend to give

credit for this to Ants Parnell's sister, Fanny. This

always annoyed my mother considerably in the interests of

historical accuracy. Fanny Parnell, she stated, was in fact

in America during almost the whole of the Land League Period.

The Ladies' Land League's activities have been described in a

lecture by my mother, of which I have handed in a copy to the

Bureau. (Appendix A). As happened with later organizations

of the same type the members of the Ladies' Land League

carried out a great deal of work of a kind not included in the

objects for which they had been founded. While they collected

funds for the benefit of evicted tenants, were present at

evictions,
set up Land League huts for the evicted in the

vicinity of their former homes, assisted the dependants of

prisoners and provided comforts for the latter, they also

carried out a considerable amount of undercover work of a

less legal character. Of this type was a task undertaken by

my mother for the Sprinting and circulation of lists of the

names and addresses of the members of juries in agrarian

trials. These lists she had printed in Liverpool with the

assistance of Mr. Patrick O'Brien who was M.P. for Kilkenny

up to 1917. It was at the by-election caused by his death

that Mr. W.T. Cosgrave was elected.

When the lists had been printed they were sent over to

Dublin and delivered at the offices of the Land League. The

person in charge, having glanced at one bundle, refused delivery

and thy were returned to the stores at the North Wall. My
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mother secured a carriage and coachman from a rich friend

(Mrs. Molony, Treasurer of the Ladies' Land League), drove

to 1the North Wall1 claimed the goods and drove around Dublin

until she had deposited the bulk of the documents here and

there dumping the balance in my father's lodgings in his

absence, the landlady having no idea of what she was taking

in.

The members of the Ladies' Land League were, with very

few exceptions, very young and of an age to enjoy these

activities. For instance at the Hacketstown evictions my

mother was present representing the Ladies' Land League and

asked for assistance to be sent down. The help arrived in

the person of a 14-year old girl, Patricia Cantwell, whose

elder sisters were members. Hacketstown was in the area to

which my mother's family belonged and a cousin of hers,

Tom
O'Toole, a local farmer, gave her help of another kind.

A company of soldiers had been drafted into the town to assist

the police and bivouacked in the square. During the night,

their arms disappeared. The officer called on my mother who

he thought was responsible and offered to do anything in his

power if she would save him, but she knew as little as

himself. The weapons had been taken by O'Toole and a servant

and concealed in the belfry of a church. The servant duly

gave information and O'Toole was tried and sent to jail. The

informer went to America where he was shot immediately on

arrival.

Mother's association with Inghinidhe na h-Eireann and Sinn
Fein.

Both my parents were ardent Parnellites and after the

death of Parnell took no part in politics until the new

movement began to take shape about the beginning of the

present century after the visit of Queen Victoria during the
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Boer War. A committee of women, including my mother, was

set up by Miss Maud Gonne for the purpose of discouraging

Dublin children
from attending a loyalist outing in the

Phoenix Park to which all were invited. The committee set

itself provide an alternative treat for the "patriotic"

children at Clonturk Park, Drumcondra. Out of this

committee the society known as Inghinidhe na
h-Éireann

developed. Before very long Sinn Fein was founded and my

mother was a member of the executive of that organisation up

to the split in 1922 when it more or less broke up. She was

one of the Honorary Treasurers from 1917 to 1922.
about 1901or 1902 she ment to pavis with a group from Ireland wiluding

arthur griffith james Egan
miss mary aninn (latnn nees

Dudley Diffess) I do not rememberLearing Whow Was the
veason of his visit

They Stayed arth
miss maud goane

who not Then

mavried John marbride

n.t./

She emerged into public life about this time having

been elected to
the

Board of Guardians of the North Dublin

Union. As a result
she became a keen advocate of the

break-up of the British Poor Law system and was one of the

members of the Dáil Éireann Poor Law Commission which in the

years 1920-'22 put an end to the workhouses as they had

previously existed.

Joining the Gaelic League:

I began to learn Irish about 1901 or 1902 when the Ard

Craobh of the Gaelic League announced a class for children

on Saturday afternoons. The teacher was Máire
ni Chinnéide

who was a member incidentally of Inghinidhe na h-Éireann and

she gave her services free, as was usual in those days. On

the first Saturday an immense crowd of children arrived which

was entirely beyond the capacity of the organisers to cope

with and it was realized that a second teacher would be

needed. In time, of course, the size of the classes was

reduced to reasonable proportions but that first rush is an

indication of the rising enthusiasm in Irish affairs which was

then becoming apparent. A year or two later my family began

/to
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to go to Ring for the summer. We were almost the first

'foreign' visitors there, being preceded only by Dr. Michael

Sheehan of Maynooth who had a cottage at Helvick. A few

years later more visitors appeared and Ring Irish College had

its humble beginnings when Dr. Henebry, who was staying with

Dr. Sheehan, set up a blackboard on a windowsill in

Ballinagoul each evening for the purpose of teaching the boys

and girls of the village to read and write Irish. At that

time no word of Irish was taught or spoken in the local

national school nor in the church (as regards the church the

same is largely true to-day). How Irish survived in these

conditions is a mystery. It could not have done so without

the ;devoted enthusiasm of Dr. Sheehan. On one occasion in

the early years when he said the
ordinary parish Mass on

Sunday he preached a short sermon in Irish and the people

especially the old people were in tears, as they had rarely

if at all had such an experience previously.

Slow progress of Sinn Fein Movement. Its struggle with
Irish Parliamentary Party influence:

Meanwhile in Dublin Sinn Féin was advancing slowly. A

great deal of its activity in the early days was devoted to

raising the standard of local administration and municipal

elections were regarded as issues of major political

importance. In Dublin the standard-bearers of Sian Féin

were Tom Kelly, Sean T. O'Kelly and Walter Cole. When a man

was prosecuted for having his name in Irish on a cart, the

Dublin Corporation put Irish inscriptions on all their

vehicles, (I notice that they have reverted partly to English

in recent years). Some local bodies objected to using

envelopes printed with the words "On His Majesty's Service"

and substituted the
legend

"I Seirbhis na
h-Éireann."

One of

these was the North Dublin Guardians of which my mother was a

member; When the nuns in charge of the Union hospital

invited Lady Aberdeen to visit the institution, the Sinn Féin

/members
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members of the Board succeeded in preventing the visit

from
taking place. In such minor ways the Sinn Feiners

fought every step of the road in an effort to combat the

national apathy which was almost universal after the

Liberal party had come to power in England in 1906. John

Redmond's party had tied themselves to the Liberals in the

belief that Home Rule would result. It was argued that a

Home Rule Bill could not be passed until the power of the

House of Lords had been curtailed, which would take time.

Even then the question of Welsh Disestablishment was to have

priority and the Irish Party must be content to wait.

The years of waiting were used by the Irish Party in

advancing their followers. As adherents of the Government

the party were in a position to secure such positions as

potmasters, postmen and all such minor offices far their

nominees. The Better-off classes were flattered by being

appointed Justices of the Peace. Writers on the Freeman's

Journal were made Local Government Inspectors and in the

legal worlds patronage was supreme. Practically everyone

was benefiting
in one way or another and there was almost

universal resentment of the Sinn Féin policy which was that

no Irishman should serve an alien government in any capacity.

Accordingly, the Sinn Feiners were always in the minority on

local councils and had usually a hard fight to be elected at

all. Many enlightened persons who approved of the

consructive side of the movement, industrial development

etc., were unable to support its political side, above all

the suggestion that the Irish representatives should withdraw

from Westminster. At a time when for the first time in

hist6ry, patronage had passed to the hands of Irishmen!

The "Sinn Feiner" in those days was almost as

opprobrious as the word Communist is to-day.

/Matters
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Matters came to a head when Charles Dolan, M.P. for

Leitrim,
resigned his spat in Parliament and stood again at

the ensuing bye-election as a Sinn Fein candidate on the

abstention issue. He was, of course, defeated but the

e1ection, which was fought with exceeding bitterness, focussed

public attention on the Sinn Fein policy. I was present at

an enormous public meeting held after the election in the

Round Room of the Rotunda. Among the speakers was Seán

MacDiarmude
who had been active during the election and who

then be came an organiser for Sinn Fein. The Councils Bill

had received a bad reception and had been rejected by a United

League Convention, although sponsored by John Redmond and the

Party Leaders and the Parliamentary forces were weakened by the

split which occurred between the elements who favoured the

Ancient Order of Hibernians and the O'Brien-Healy group who

were opposed to that organisation. These factors appeared to

favour the growth of Sinn Fein.

Irish becomes compulsory in the newly-founded National
University.

My own first efforts in public affairs were connected

with the campaign for compulsory Irish in the Matriculation

examination of the National University. The Parliamentary

Party were opposed to the demand which was being pressed for by

public bodies throughout the country at the instigation of the

Gaelic League. I joined a committee supposed to be composed

of students in fact save for myself all were graduates to

organise
student opinion. We arranged for the signing by

pupils bf secondary schools throughout the country of a

memorial requesting that Irish be made an essential subject for

admission to the University. There were difficulties in some

cases in getting permission from the heads of the schools to

collect the signatures but on the whole the scheme was

remarkably successful and it was stated subsequently that this

/memorial
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memorial signed by many thousands from among those who

might be expected to become University students had an

effect on the decision of the University senate when it

accepted the compulsory Irish principle. Many of the

me mbers of the Committee have since died, including Dr.

Dundon, whom I met again on Easter Monday, 1916, Dr. Fearon,

a T.D. who opposed the Treaty and Mr. John King, Solicitor,

of Newcastle, Co. Down, who in 1922 was expelled from the

Six Counties. Among those still alive are Mr. P. Little,

T.D., Dr. Seamus ó Ceallaigh,
Judge

O'Byrne of the Supreme

Court and Dr. MacCartan.

Sirth Fein efforts prevent Municipal Reception of
King George and Queen Mary.

In 1911 King George V. visited Dublin on his accession

to the throne. All the force of the Sinn Fein element was

pushed into preventing a Municipal reception at Dublin.

In these efforts The O'Rahilly was especially prominent.

Riotous scenes occurred outside the City Hall on the day

whet the resolution to present an address of loyalty was to

be debated as the Lord Mayor (O'Farrell) who was known to be

in favour of the motion had restricted admission to the

public gallery. For some odd reason he had given

instructions that no women were to be admitted and when some

members of the Council endeavoured to bring in the Countess

Markievicz,
both she and her escort were ejected forcibly.

However, the Corporation decided against being loyal. As

no money was made available to decorate the streets, a

committee of citizens decided to collect funds for the

purpose
and called a meeting in the Antient Concert Rooms.

They must have been simple folk for no restrictions were put

on admission and the meeting resolved itself into a series

of speches from the floor by O'Rahilly, Sheehy-Skeffington,

Sean Milroy and the Countess. Eventually stewards were

/summoned
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summoned and efforts made to remove the interlopers but the

meeting finally broke up in confusion.

A suggestion had been made in the newspapers that every

Irishwoman with the chri stian
name of Mary should participate

in an address of welcome to Queen Mary. This effort was

popularly known as "collecting Marys". A scratch committee

got
together in 6 Harcourt Street of which I was Secretary,

to cope with this matter. They followed up cases where

employees of business houses were asked to sign1 as well as

doing newspaper propaganda against the proposal. They also

had leaflets printed for distribution among crowds standing to

see the Royalties leaflets set out the national

position.

While the preparations were going on public meetings

were being held nightly in different parts of the city to

rouse nationalist feelings. It was on the occasion of one

of these meetings that Miss Helena Molony threw a stone

through
a picture of King George which had been erected at

Yeates's
corner. She was arrested and admitted to bail that

nigh. The following day was that when the Corporation

meeting
referred to previously took place and when we had all

including Miss Molony been thrown out of the City Hall, we

crossed over to the Police Court where she was brought up.

The magistrate failed to understand the incursion and

threatened to have the Court cleared. Then with the remark

that he would hot brook any Simon Tappertit, male or female",

he sentenced her to a term of imprisonment with the option of

a fin. She refused to pay the fine and was taken to

Mount
joy,

whence she was released mysteriously a few days

later,
as the fine had been paid anonymously.

/Later
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Later in the summer Miss Molony, in company with

Sheehy-Skeffington, was again arrested this time for

seditious speeches made at a Sunday morning meeting at

Beresford Place.

Expectations of Hone Rule keep country loyal to the Irish
Parliamentary Party:

After the Parliament Bill was passed curtailing the power

of the House of Lords, Home Rule appeared to be approaching

and in spite of all the work of Arthur Griffith and those who

anticipated that nothing would result, the country settled

down to support of the Irish Parliamentary Party. For this

the growth of the A.O.H. Was no doubt
largely responsible,

assisted by the policy I have mentioned of distributing the

(minor) spoils.

The Volunteers and the War:

I was out of Ireland during the years 1912 1914 and

when returned, things had, undergone a complete change. The

Volunteers had split, the British Army was being represented

as an Irishman's natural home and in Dublin it would have been

dangerous to suggest that the First Great War was not being

fought for the benefit of small nations.

Foundation of Cumann na mBan:

Cumann na mBan had been founded to assist the Volunteer

movement at the end of 1913 or the beginning of 1914. I

understand that the idea of such an organization emanated from

Thomas MacDonagh. Miss O'Farrelly was the first President.

The promoters may have bad in mind an auxiliary association of

women acting under the general instructions of the Volunteer

Executive but the organisation immediately declared itself to

be an independent organisation of women determined to make its

own decisions.
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Split on Volunteers and cumann na mBan:

After the Volunteer split on the outbreak of the War,

a convention of Cumann na mBan was held to determine the

future of the organisation. There was a strong element which

was anxious not to involve itself in the split; they desired

to remain neutral and to assist both Volunteer bodies. The

contention, however, voted that the resources of the Society

should be pledged to the Irish Volunteers. The principal

speaker
on this side was Miss Mary

Macswiney and
she was

supported by Mrs. O'Donovan of Limerick and Miss Min Ryan.

Miss
O'Farrelly resigned with a number of others and when the

convention decision was conveyed to the
Branches,

many members

followed suit, whole Branches disappearing in some cases.

I was not a member of Cumann na mBan at this time but was

in and out of it's offices a good deal and a good deal of its,

work was done at my home as my mother had taken over the

chairmanship. At this time the office was in D'Olier Street

where a room had been provided by Set MacDiarmuda adjacent to

the editorial office of Irish Freedom for which he was

responsible. When the Irish Volunteers secured premises in

Dawson Street, the Cumann na mBan secured a room there.

Joins Central Branch of Cumann na mBan:

I joined the Central Branch of Cumann na mBan in 1915

somewhat doubtfully. At that time their programme did not

appeal to me but from the trend of events I felt a desire to

belong to some organised body. There were two branches in

the City of Dublin, the Central Branch which met weekly at the

Gaelic League Offices, 25
Parnell Souare and the Inghinidhe

na h-Éireann Branch which met at 6 Harcourt Street. it is

necessary here to draw a distinction between the old

Inghinidhe
na h-Éireann, a society which developed from the

Committee formed by Miss Gonne on the occasion of Queen

Victoria's visit and the Cumann na mBan branch bearing the

/same
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same name. The branch included members who had not been

been old body and there were some Inghinidhe who did not

join Cumann na mBan.

Castle activities against Sinn
Fein:

The events of 1915 which stand out in my mind are

chiefly trials. I remember being in
Court when F. Sheehy-

Skeffington,
Sean Milroy and Sean MacDermott were sentenced

for anti-recruiting speeches' and at the Green Street trial

of Se1an O'Hegarty and a companion for seditious offences..

In the latter case the accused were defended by Tim Healy.

I want down to Bray with The O'Rahilly and others when

Desmond Fitzgerald was sentenced for disobeying an order

restricting his movements. These events partook of the

nature of social functions.

Propaganda activities were important. Arthur Griffith's

weekly paper was repeatedly suppressed and it was necessary

on each occasion to find a new name for the paper and a new

printer. I think that in spite of these difficulties hardly

a week elapsed without a paper appearing.

Prominent Sinn Feiners frequent Wyse-Power Restaurant:

Arthur Griffith, John MacBride and Henry Dixon met every

day for luncheon at the restaurant owned by my mother at 21

Henry Street. Others knew where to find them and it

followed that I saw a great deal of the people concerned with

events of the time, especially The O'Rahilly and Sean

MacDermott who called in constantly.

preparations for the Rising:

In the winter of 1915-1916 I was
a sked to help with the

making-up of First Field Dressings for the Dublin Volunteers.

At first I gave an hour or two daily to the work but as time

went on it became necessary
to give practically whole-time

/service
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service to this task. As I was not tied to any occupation

I could do this. Others came in and helped from time to

time but the regular work was done by myself and Miss Eileen

Walsh, Captain of the Inghinidhe branch, now Mrs. Martin

Murphy. It was only in Holy Week that the requisite number

of packets was ready we were working on Good Friday and

the final batch for the North County Dublin men was

collected by Frank Lawless of Swords from my home on Easter

Saturday when we removed everything from Dawson Street.

Palm Sunday:

OnPalm Sunday night a concert was held in the

Foresters' Hall, 41 Parnell Square, to
raise funds for the

Volunteers. It was organised by
Min Ryan, a member of the

Cumann na mBan Executive, and the hall was crowded. Miss

Ryan was in close touch with Sean MacDermott and it seems

strange now that she went ahead with it, presumably with his

encourgement. The money to be expected would hardly exceed

£50, an insignificant amount and with a Rising planned

within a week it could not be put to any useful purpose. I

assume that it was exactly for these reasons that Miss Ryan

may have been encouraged to hold the concert as it would

suggest to the authorities that nothing immediate was in

contmplation.

It may have been for the same reason that Bulmer

Hobson was invited to deliver a speech during the Concert.

I cannot recall a single word of that speech but I do

remember the consternation created by it as its drift was

that the duty of the Volunteers was to husband their strength

and not allow it to be exhausted by futile and premature

efforts.

When the concert was over I walked down to the G.P.O.

with Desmond Fitzgerald. Hobson and someone else walked

behind us. I was told afterwards I forget by whom that

/on
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on that night Hobson's life was in danger of being taken

and that it might have been saved by the fact that he
was

with
a group.

Portents of the Rising:

Throughout Holy Week it was evident to anyone in touch

with the Volunteers that matters were moving towards a

climax. I recall that on Tuesday, Denis McCullough of

Belfast came into the room where Miss Walsh and I were

working. Jim Ryan was with him. Mr. McCullough stood

around aimlessly and it was clear that something had

occurred
which had moved him very much. Finally he took

his farewells as if he would see me no more and I concluded

that he had received some news of great import. Curiously,

he has no recollection of this incident.

Ash Wednesday: Mission to Cork:

On Wednesday I was asked by Bulmer Hobson to take a

message to Terence MacSwiney to Cork. It was a bulky

foolscap envelope. Before I left home for the afternoon

train Sean MacDermott came in to ask for the use of a room

for a meeting that evening. I am practically certain that

this meeting, which my mother discussed with me afterwards,'

took place on the Wednesday. I was gone before the

meeting but my mother told, me that six or seven people

attended, including Pearse and Torn Clarke. The presence of

the latter, who was not on the Volunteer Executive, and the

small number present suggests that the meeting consisted of

the signatories of the Republican Proclamation. At the

end of the preceding week the Volunteer Executive had met

once in the house.

When I boarded the rain for Cork at Kingsbridge I sat

in a corner and put my bag be
side me, between me and the

/window.
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window. The carriage was not very Lull until we reached

Limerick Junction when it became crowded and in order to

make room I was forced to put the bag on the rack above my

head. I was tally immersed in a book I was reading and

was merely conscious that there was a priest sitting beside

me. The various passengers alighted at one or other of the

stations between the Junction and Mallow. There was then

a whole string of stations at which the train stopped

Emly, Buttevant, Knocklong, Kilmallock. At Mallow the

carriage emptied itself and I found myself alone. It then

occurred to me that my bag might perhaps be searched at

Cork, in view of the mounting tension. I thought it

improbable, however, that I would myself be searched so I

decided to slip the envelope I had been given into the

lining of my coat. Thereupon I ripped a few stitches and

took down the bag. Immediately I realised that the bag in

my hand was not mine. The train was about to start and I

jumped out with the idea of staying as near as possible to

the scene of my loss.

I decided to go to the station-master and explain that

my bag had been taken in error and ask him to telephone

back to the various stations to enquire if perhaps the

person who had taken it had discovered his mistake and left

it at, the station. My difficulty was that I could not be

sure where the priest if it was he had got out. The

station-master began operations by opening the bag which had

been left and we found in it a packet like a book or

photographs addressed to"Father Hayes". Inquiries had

meanwhile been made from passengers off the train and a man

came
forward to say that Father Hayes of Hospital had got off

the train at Knocklong. The station-master then telephoned

/to
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to Knocklong but nothing was known there. I inquired as

to the best means of getting to Hospital but there was no

ho of a train in that
direction

that night the last had

lust gone so there was nothing to do but wait for the

last. train to Cork which was due in a few hours time.

While I waited I remembered all the stories I had heard

of how various
Fenians

had dropped letters in the street or

left them lying around for the Castle to find and I remember

thinking that it was nonsense to say that
people's

hair

could go white in a night. If such a thing were possible.

mine would certainly be white as snow. My only conso1aion

was that a priest was unlikely to go to the police.

Eventually the train arrived and I set out on the last stage

of my trip to Cork. I realised that I was in another

difficulty now as I did not know the MacSwineys' address.

It was written on the enveloPe and I had only glanced at it

before locking it in my bag. I only knew that the name of

the road began with "Glen". When I got to Cork I took a

car and told the driver to take me to Glen Road,

mumbling the last syllable. He Promptly said, "You mean

Glen Road", giving the right word. When we reached
the

road he asked me what part of the road I wanted and of course

I had not the faintest idea. I had hoped for a short

suburban road and intended to knock at the first house where

there,
was light and ask for the MacSwineys' address.

Instead,
I found myself in a road as long as

Drumcondra Road.

However, when I saw a light in a downstairs room of one

house I got rid of the car and knocked. The door was not

opened but a woman's voice asked who was there. At once I

recognised the voice of Miss Mary MacSwiney and induced her

to open. She told me that when she heard the knock she

thought it was the police as few people were abroad at such

an hour.

/Holy Thursday.
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Holy Thursday:

I told my sad story and she was really very nice about

it. I stayed in the house for the remainder of the night

and very early next morning Miss MacSwiney got in touch with

her brother who sent word that the best thing to do was to

go back to Hospital and retreive the bag. I set out on the

first train and at Knocklong hired a car to take me to

Hospital which was son miles distant. I was hoping to get

back to Knocklong in time to catch the
down

train from Dublin

as by this means I would be able to get back home on the

afternoon train from Cork.

The car was an open Ford and the roads were soft and

thick with mud. Arrived in Hospital, we discovered that

there were two priests' houses at a, considerable distance

from one another. For some reason we drove first to the

more remote of the two and found it was not the one we

wanted. Arrived back at the other, the door was opened by

a woman with the worst impediment in her speech that I had

ever encountered. After a considerable time during which I

was On tenterhooks as every minute was of importance, I

understood that Father Hayes had driven to the station to

bring back the bag he had taken by mistake. By going first

to the wrong house we had missed him.

Off we went again for
Knocklong

station and shortly

before reaching it we met Father Hayes coming towards us.

He told me my bag was at the station, but that I could not

possibly catch the train to Cork. However, I was determined

not to give up and after a delay of not more than a minute

we drove on. I retrieved the bag and flung myself into the

train. As I parted from the priest he called after me,

"Did that bag belong to the Bishop of Cork?", and the meaning

of that question has often puzzled me.

/When
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When I got to Cork, I went to Thompson's restaurant

where
Miss MacSwiney had arranged I should meet her brother

who was not stopping at his home. It was on account of this

appointment that I had been so anxious not to miss the train.

I gave Terence MacSwiney the envelope addressed to him. He

opened it while we were talking and I noticed that it contained

a number of enclosures, also in envelopes. Curiously, in

view of Father Hayes's question, one of these was addressed to

the Bishop of Cork. I assumed that it contained a copy of

the document which had been read by Alderman Kelly at the

meeting of the Dublin Corporation on the previous Wednesday.

I returned to Dublin that night. I know that it was

Holy Thursday because on leaving the restaurant I went into a

church off Patrick Street and there was an Altar of Repose.

On my return to Dublin I found that Countess Markievicz

had taken up her quarters in our house. She had explained to

my mother that she and others like her were anxious to sleep

within the city proper, fearing that the British might hold up

the canal bridges and that persons in the suburbs could not get

through. She remained until the end of the week, but on

Easter Sunday night moved elsewhere, her bed being taken for

the night by Dr. Kathleen Lynn.

As
an act of friendship she warned my mother on Good

Friday that the neighbourhood would be unsafe in a few days

time and advised the removal of any valuables.. That night she

showed me her uniform in which she took childish delight

ladies in trousers were less common then than now.

Good Friday:

All day
on Good Friday I continued to work on the First

Field Dressings. Being a holiday, there were more workers

/than
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than usual, five or six I think. One whom I remember was

Brighid Dixon. On Holy Saturday she was in a quandary.

Somebody I don't know who had given her a heavy bag of

money to deliver to the house of Seamus O'Connor at

Phibsborough. When she got to the house it appeared to be

locked up and empty and her difficulty was to find the person

who had given her the bag.

On Good Friday Bulmer Hobson asked me to take away
some

documents for custody. They were routine matters such as

petty cash books belonging to the Volunteers. I concealed

them in an attic chimney where they perished when the house

was burnt.

Holy Saturday:

On Saturday morning, the O'Rahilly called me out of the

room where we were working. He was ghastly pale and told me

that he had just met a girl it was Miss Cregan, Bulmer

Hobson's fiancée- who had told him that a Rising was planned

to take place the following day. Being a loyal and zealous

member of the Volunteer Executive he was deeply distressed

that he should have been kept in the dark if there was truth

in the story. Being supposed to know nothing I had, to say

that I had no information but I felt badly about it and

hurried home with my story. My mother passed it on to the

Countess who agreed that the O'Rahilly should have been told

and stated that she would take the responsibility of telling

him herself. From that moment on, however, events moved

with such rapidity that she probably never met him.

I still think that it was a tragedy that the O'Rahilly

should have been so treated. He may not have been a member

of the I.R.B. I don't know his zeal, loyalty and

enthusiasm were unimpeachable. He was known to be a close

/friend
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friend of John MacNeill which may have affected the matter

but if the leaders had taken him into their confidence as

his position entitled him to expect his influence with

MacNeill at the crucial moment might have been valuable.

It should have been evident to anyone who knew him that once

a Rising was inevitable he would not be missing. When I

saw him in the G.P.O. in the following week he explained his

presence by saying that for two years past all his energies

had been devoted to securing arms and ammunition and that

when the people to whom he had supplied these things were

making use of them, it would be unbecoming for him not to be

with them.

EASTER WEEK.

Sunday:

Some time early on Easter Sunday, someone brought in

the Sunday Independent with MacNeill's order. Shortly

afterwards my brother came in from Mass and asked me to

arrange for the collection of a gun, the whereabouts of which

had been brought to his notice while coming from Mass. A

young man who knew his appearance had spoken to him and

explained that he was a teacher in Belfast, on his way to

Kerry for holidays. In the train from Belfast the previous

evening
Mr Josph Connohy

asked him to bring the gun in

his luggage through Amiens Street station where detectives

were lways stationed and had
promised

that it would be

collected
later in the evening. The promise had not been

kept and the young teacher did not know what to do as he was

continuing his journey that day. My brother asked me to go

first to a house in Hardwicke Street and to ask for a man

named Tobin (I understand that Tobin who was no relation of

Liam Tobin was on the Supreme Council of the I.R.B.)

failing him to go to Liberty: Hall.

/At
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At Hardwicke Street I saw a very frightened looking

woman who told me that her husband had not been home all

night. As I left a young man followed me and told me that

if I was looking for Mr. Tobin he was at Liberty Hail. I

went there and found the place in a commotion. The

hallway, passages and stairs were packed with people coming

and going so that I did not know where to turn. However,

I Saw William O'Brien and explained that I wanted to see

someone in authority. He produced Commandant Mallin, who

was already in uniform, and who undertook to send for the

gun at once.

At some time during the
day, I think, the Countess

Markievicz returned to the house, which she had left early

before the paper came. She explained that she would not be

back that night but was sending Dr. Kathleen Lynn to occupy

her bed.

Rumours of mysterious happenings in Kerry had been

current in the city on Saturday, and on Sunday through some

medium we heard that Sir Roger Casement had been taken.

At 6 p.m. I went to the mobilisation point of Cumann na

mBan, the Black Church, even though I realised that there

would be nothing doing, and was sent away.

Monday:

Very sarly
on Monday morning my brother roused me and

said I must go to the country on a message. He gave me a

sealed envelope addressed to Dr. Dundon of Borris, County

Carlow. He said that the arms ship had been sunk. I set

off for Kingsbridge station on foot and caught an early

train, reaching Borris about 12 o'clock. I had met Dr.

Dundon previously at the time of the Compulsory Irish campaign

/when
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when he was a member of the Students' Committee. After I

reached his house there was delay before he appeared. I

realised afterwards that he had been out all night carrying

out the orders to demobilise and was asleep when I arrived.

He opened the envelope I handed him and immediately dashed

out of the room. A few minutes later he returned and

showed me the message. This ran as follows, written in

pencil on a half-sheet of notepaper

"We rise at noon to-day. Obey your orders. P.U.P."

'Ginger' O'Connell was in the house and it was to show him

the message that Dr. Dundon had run out. 'Ginger' was a

strong MacNeill supporter and was inclined to be critical of

my news. This was very natural in the circumstances.

There were few Volunteers in the County Carlow and there

could have been no question of a rising en masse in that

county. There were, however, small groups in key positions

at long distances from one another and the two officers had

spent the whole of the previous night into the morning in

driving all over the country dismissing these men to their

homes and stopping them from carrying out the tasks which had

been assigned to them, such as blocking the railways.

Quite clearly it would have been impossible to get word round

again a few hours later. Further, the element of surprise

had been lost, and there was the further psychological factor.

that people once keyed up and then let down could not rouse

themselves to the same pitch immediately afterwards.

I decided I had best get back quickly to Dublin but,

before I set out, Seamus Doyle of Enniscorthy arrived. He

already had word and had come over for consultation.

'Ginger' went back with him to Enniscorthy and some time

after I got the train.

/It
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It was necessary to change at Bagenalstown and when

some time had passed without the Dublin train arriving I

realised that the revolution had indeed broken out and that

communication with the capital had been cut off. It was a

curious sensation, which I can still recall, to stand on a

crowde4 platform knowing that no one else in the crowd had an

inkling of the reason for the failure of the train to

arrive. A young British officer was in a state of fuss as

his leave was up and he had hoped by catching the mailboat

on Monday night to reach France the following day. He was

closeted for some time with the stationmaster and I then

decided to move in some other direction. If I could not get

to
Dublin, neither

could I stay in Bagenals town, so I decided

to make for Kilkenny and from there go, as chance offered,

either to Waterford where I had relatives or to Wexford to

the home of the Ryans. However, I had no money to see me

through what would probably be a troublesome journey, so there

was nothing for it but to return to Borne and borrow money

from Dr. Dundon. The return journey had to be made on an

outside car. Dr. Dundon was very kind and gave me f5. As

it was by now late in the evening he suggested that I should

remain until morning by that time 'Ginger' would probably

be back from Wexford and might have some news. He did, in

fact, return during the night but had little to report.

Tuesday:

Both the Doctor and myself had fully expected to be

arrested before morning as my arrival twice in a small

village must have been
noticed, but,

in fact, nothing

happened and he was not arrested until a week later. He was

at the time engaged to be married and went through the

ceremony before his arrest. His fiancée, Miss Flood, drove

/with
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with me to Kilkenny and it was arranged that if we were

stopped she would say that I was seriously ill and that

Dr. Dundon had arranged for me to be admitted to hospital in

Kilkenny.

Before I Left, 'Ginger' gave me a long list of

instructions for Mr. de Loughry who was, apparently, the

Volunteer officer in Kilkenny. I memorised the instructions

which were to collect all possible arms and ammunition and

have his men ready to obey further orders. During the

morning one of the local Volunteers, an engine-driver named

Byrne, came in. He was a very brave man who was prepared,

if ordered, to block the railway-line by running his engine

off. He pointed out, however, that it might be well to

keep the line from Borris to Pallas clear so as to

facilitate communications with North Wexford. His visit and

the Kilkenny instructions caused me to leave Borris in a

somewhat happier frame of mind, as it seemed to me that

something might happen after all in the district.

Kilkenny was reached without incident. Life there

appeared to be going on as usual and I visited Mr. de

Loughry who did not appear to be very pleased to see me.

I explained the circumstances which brought me there,

delivered my messages and walked out of the shop. I was

not asked where I was going or how I proposed to get there.

Altogether I felt that my room was more appreciated than my

company.

Going to the railway station to take the first train

going in either direction I had the luck in the afternoon to

be on the spot when a train moved out in the Dublin direction.

It was explained to the passengers that there was no

guarantee that it would get beyond Kildare but, in fact, it

ran to Kingsbridge.

/Reali sing
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Realising that my family lived in the shadow of the

G.P.O., I did not know what I would find on arrival and after

my chilly reception in Kilkenny I felt very down but was

cheered up somewhat when a man who was leaving the train at

Carlow stopped to give me some reading matter and whispered,

"I saw you in Borris yesterday." I knew he meant to show

fellow-feeling and the incident heartened me.

At Kingsbridge a line of soldiers was drawn up across

the bridge and it was announced that no men would be allowed

to pass. I got through to the North quays and then found it

almost impossible to get any further. At every corner in the

neighbourhood of the then Royal Barracks (now Collins Barracks)

a sentry was stationed who would allow no one, to pass. Night

was beginning to fall and I eventually got into a network of

small streets behind the quays. There was no street lighting

and the neighbourhood was unfamiliar. I decided to take a

detour by the North Circular Road but was turned back by

people who told me that there was fighting in the Phibsborough

region. As it got dark I got afraid that I might be attacked

and robbed as I was carrying a travelling bag and law and

order had clearly been the first casualty. However, I reached

Smithfield which was in pitch darkness and I can still
remember

the uneasiness with which I left the path to cross this

enormous empty space. I had a feeling that perhaps I might

wander round in the centre until morning if I failed to move in

a straight line but I reached the other side safely, falling in

there with a man who had his wife and child with him. He

told me that they had been forced to leave their home on the

other side of the quays as the military were taking possession

of houses there to command the Four Courts. We parted at the

next corner and I again turned east hoping to make my way

through Little Mary Street to the G.P.O. A few minutes later

/a
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a barricade manned by Volunteers appeared before me it was

just in front of the Richmond hospital. I asked for the

officer in charge and was taken down to the Four Courts where

I saw Commandant Ned Daly, who sent a man to accompany me to

the G.P.O. The escort's
name I remember was Denis Cuffs.

We walked along the darkened quays which were completely

deserted and I can recall the crunching of broken glass under

our feet. The only lamps lighting were those on O'Connell

Bridge itself I understand that these were controlled by the

Port and Docks Board.

I entered the Post Office by a side-door in Prince's

Street used by vans. The door was opened by George Plunkett

who took me into the front part of the building where most of

the leaders were. I reported the result of my travels to

Pearse and then spoke to The O'Rahilly and Seán Maooerniott.

Seán told me that Miss Gavan Duffy was upstairs in charge of

the commissariat but suggested tome that before taking up

duty I should go round the corner and tell my mother that I

was back. So far as he knew, he said, the house had not

been vacated.

I went home then and found that a barricade had been

erected across the street in front of our house and that

furniture was being taken out to build into it. Almost

immediately my parents and sister
came out and told me that

they were heading for the house of some friend or other. I

thought it best to accompany them so that I would know later

where they would be. We walked up Parnell Square and round

to Mountjoy Square where we knocked at the house of Mr. Walter

Cole. He received us most hospitably as he was to do with

numerous refugees during the following days.

A few weeks previously he had given a big party in his

beautiful house and many of the national leaders had been

/present
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present Seán MacDerznott, Sean T. Ó Ceallaigh, O'Rahilly

among them.

It had grown very late and I decided to get some sleep,

if possible, having had little the previous night.

Wedne sday:

Next morning, after being awakened by the bombing of

Liberty Hall by the Helga, I went back to Henry Street with

my mother who was anxious to fetch provisions. The

Volunteers were in possession and we divided up everything,

the bulk of the food being carried into the G.P.O. not through

the street but along inside the houses where holes had been

broken through the walls. About this time I met Mrs.

Sheehy-Skeffington who was making inquiries about her husband.

She had not seen him since Monday. My mother told her that

he had called on Monday and that she had made him take tea

before he set out for Rathmines, which was about 6 p.m. It

was, of course, his last journey but at the time nor for weeks

later did anyone know the facts.

Mrs. Sheehy-Skeffington came Into the G.P.O. with me and

undertook to convey provisions to the College of Surgeons

where there was said to be a shortage. While I was talking

to Seán MacDermott, Seán McGarry came up and said that Captain

Weafer had just been killed at the opposite side of the

street.

I worked in the kitchen for some time. Miss Gavan Duffy

was in charge and by this time could not stand as her feet had

swollen from standing for days on end. After a while The

O'Rahilly came to me and asked me to do something for him.

He believed that there would be a fight to a finish in the

G.P.O., that the Volunteers could hold out for a fortnight in
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the cellars and that the last survivors might escape.

If he were among them he proposed to shed his uniform,

taking the clothes of some of the prisoners. It would

be essential to him to have a safe place of retreat, a

house owned by someone reliable but completely unknown.

He asked me to find such a house. At the same time he

wrote a note to his wife which he asked me to deliver.

sewed the note in the hem of my skirt and was able to

deliver it only when his death was already known of. In

the same way I found the house required it had to be on

the north side but it was never needed.

James Connolly had asked me to try to get him some

razor-blades, so I set out on my two messages. O'Connell

Street was too dangerous a thoroughfare by daylight, so it

was necessary to go back through the holes in the walls of

the Henry Street houses. To find a house to fit O'Rahillys

requirements was beyond me personally, so I went back to

Mr. Cole's to get my mother's help. It was she who

located a woman who would not be afraid and when we returned

to Cole's, Min Ryan and Phyllis arrived there on their way

back from doing messages for Sean
MacDermott

in the

Drumcondra district. Both were exhausted and were glad to

s1eep on the premises, although little sleep was possible

with continuous rifle fire.

Thursday:

Towards morning I fell asleep and was wakened by
Min

Ryan who was already fully dressed. I gave her a note for

O'Rahilly with the address he wanted and got ready to

follow her myself. However, the half-hour which

intervened was vital. While Min and Phyllis got through I

was unable to get beyond Findlater's Church. During the

/night
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night the process of surrounding the G.P.O. had begun and

all approach was impossible. From the high ground at the

top of Parnell Square I saw a procession of women bearing

a white flag crossing O'Connell Street at the Parnell

monument. The se were inhabitants of the Moore Street

Parnell Street area leaving their homes for safety.

During that day two emissaries sent out from the G.P.O.

reached Cole's both were setting out for the country one

was a Miss Higgins, a member of Cumann na mBan; the other

was a man whose name I never heard. By nightfall it was

evident that the O'Connell Street area was burning.

Signed:
newy

ot
paop

Date: 5th

ganuavy
1951.

Witness:

9th
coang



Statement

of

Miss Nancy Vyze-Power
3 Wellington Pedge

Dublin
Euet instalment

Early, National Ingluence

Discussions on Irish Politus Were in My cars from the

time I could hear anything, as both my parents had

been actively engaged in public affairs.

Father's puert conncolmarth the doronbrum and krendalnon of the G.A.A.

my father had been interested in the Irish language

movement from an early age. although his parents were

Irish speakers, he himself did not learn Irish until le

was about sixteen years of age,
when he had bee his

interest aroused by a priest in blackcock college where

he was at school, Although his family cived only two

miles from the city of Waterford, my great grand mother

who died about 1895 spoke no English, Which induates

how rapidly the Irish
speaking areas have shrunk in

the cast 50 Years. my father was ar early member of the

society for the, preservation of the Irish language & assisted

john Fleming in editing the gaelie Journal on bearing school

he entered the civil service but was dismirsed because of his

membership of a society called the young Ireland Society, the

Sukequently became a journalist and in that caparity

accompanied
parnell on his American tores He was one of

the groap of five or six who Fourled the at Thurles
He was Morisored in six months during the Land Leayne

Brother's

Bartin
the

trouls
and

League

my mother had also grove up in a nationalist

atmosphere,
Her father's Louse in Dublin was a resvit for

Fenians and one of her brothers had groe straight from

synge St school to tallaght on the day of the riorng planned

in 1867. as a
result of

the snow le got preunonia & died

as a girl she joined the ladie's land league which had been

frisded by anna parnell. Modern writers lend to give credit

for this to anna parnell's sioter fanny. This always anneyed my

mother considerably in the interests of historical accuracy fanny

parnell, the stated, was in fast in America during almost

the white of the Land League Period The Laslke's Lard League's

activities hare been described in a Lecture by my mother,
of

tothe Bursia (Ypkindixt)
which I Have

Landed in a copy as happened with cater

organizations
of the same type the members of the L.L.L.



Carried ont a great deal
of

work of a bind not

included in

the Geits for which they lad been jounded while they

collected funds for the benefit of excited lenants, were

present at erictions, set up land langue lut for the evrited

in the vicinity of their former lanes, assisted the dependants

of Prisoners & provided comports for
the catter, they

also carried ont a considerable amount of undercover

work of a less legal character of this lype was a lack

undertaker by
my mother for the printing and circulation

of cists
of the names and addresses of the members of

juries in
agrarian

trials These cists the had printed in

Liverpool with the assistance of the Patrick oBrien who was

M.P. for Kilkenny up to 1917 st was at the by clection carrsed by

his death that mr W.T. cosgrave was elected.

When the cists Lad been printed They were sent over to Dublin

& delivered at the offices of the land league. The Person in

charge Laving glanied
at one Bundle refused Delivery & they

were returned to the stires at the north wall. My mother

secured a carriage and coachman from a rich friend

(Mrs Molony, Treasurer of the L.L.L.), drove to the north

Wall, claimed the goods and drove around Dublin Until

the had deposited the Balk of the documents here & there

dumping the Balance in My father's Lodgings in his absence,

the Candlady having no ided
of what

the was joking in

The Members of the L.L.L. Were, With very few exceptions,

very young and Fan age to Enjoy these Activities For

Instance at the Hacketstown Coretions My mother was

Present Representing the L.L.L. and asked for Assistance

to be sent down The help arrived in the Person of

a 14-Year old girl, Patricia cantwell, whose elder sisters

were nembers Hacketstown was in the area for to Which

My mother's family belonged and a Cousin of hers,
tim O'Toole

a Weal

farmer, gave her help of mother Hind
a Company of

soldiers had been drafted into the town
to assist the

police & brionaiked in the square During the night, their
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Arms disappeared.
The officer Called on

my
mother who he

thought
was respmoitle

and
offcred

to do
anything

in his

prver
if

she would sare him, bat she knew as little as

himself
The

Wespres
had been taken

by

O'Toole and a

Servant and Anceoled in the
Belfry of

Church The

Servant
duly Gave Information

and O'Toole was Tried and

Sent to
jaib

The
informer

went to America where le was

shot Mimedistcky on arrioal

mother's assecoutoin wold ingeneahe work eivenn and Levin fein

Beth
my Parents

were ardent parnellites and
after

the death of

Parnell tork no Part
in

Politus
until the new Movement

legan

to take
shape

about the
bejiming of

the
present century after

the visit
of

queen Victoria
during

the boer war. a committee of

urmanMaluding my mother
was set up by

Miss Mead Gonne for
the

purpose of

discouraging
Dublin children

from attenling
a

byalist outing
in

the phoenix park to which all were minte. The committee set
Itself

to
Provide

an alternative treat
for

the
"Patriotic" children at

clondurk Park, Brumamdre. Out
of this committee the

rosiety
brown

as
ingjunide

na
fapramg Leveloped, Byore very long

Sum pery
was

founded
canl

my
mother was a nanber

of the Enecatroe of that

organization
throughout up

to the
split

in 1922 when

st nore on lers broke up she was me
of

the
stmorery tieermus

from
1917 to 1922.

she
emerged

into public life
about this fime

laring
been elected to

the beard
of guardians of

the north Dublin union as a result she

became a kan adovrate
of

the brenk-up of the british Roe Law

system
and was one

of
the members of

the dail eueann pon Law

Commission whied in the
years

1920-22
Pat

an and to the workhouses

as
they

had previonoly engsted
fining the Gacho Loague

a
Began

to Learn Irish about 1901 or 1902 when the Bpo cyart of
the

Guelie League
annonnied a class

for childred on
Saturday afternoons

The Beacker was
Marpe

in Cinnerde-whe Was a member incidentally of

lisjunde
na n Erpoann-and she

gave
her services free,

as was usual

in those
days

on the
first Saturday

an immense crowd
of

children

arrived which was
entirely beyond

the
caparity of

the
organizers

to cope with and it was realized that a served Leacher would
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be needed, in sine
of

couroe the
size of the clawes was

reduced to reaoonatle
propretions

but that first rush is an

indication
of

the
rising

enthusiason in Irish
affuis

which

was then
beroming apparent

a
year

or two cater
my

family began
to

go
to

Ring for
the summer we were

almost
the

first

foreign
visitors there, Bering Meceded only by Dr Michael

Sheehan of
Maynooth

who had a
coffagent

Helvick a
few

years
cater more visitors appeared

and
Ring

Irish
College

had

its Lumble
Beginnings

when dr
honabry,

who was
staying

with

Dr Sheehan, set
up

a blackboard on a windowsill in

ballinagoul
each

evening for
the

purpose of leaching
the

boys
and

grils
of the village to read and write Irish

at that Lime no wood
of

Irish wat
taught

or
spoken in the

boral national school nor in the church
(as regards

the church

the same is
largely

true to
day)

How Irish survived in these

conditions is a
mystery

it could not have done so without

the derrted enthusiasm
of

Dr Sheehan, on one Oscasion ing

the
early years

when he sard the
ordinary parish

Mars on Lunday

Le Preached a short seimon in Irish and the Perple especially

the old Perple-wer in
lears,

as
they

lad
carely if

at all had

such an enperience
previonolylow progren of Lenn Fein Novemen Hs stuegle with Irish darliament Pity

Meanwhile me Dublin Sinn
From

was
advaneing slowly years

leal
of

its
activity

in the
early days

was devoted to
rawing

the

standard
of

coral administration and
municipal

clertions were

regarded
as ssoues

of major political importance
in Dublin

the standard bearers
of

sime feir were tom
Kelly,

sean t
O'Kelly

and

Walter Cole,
When a man was

Prosecuted for Laring
his name in

Irish on a cart, the Dublin
Corpnation put

Irish Inscriptions on

all Keir redirles
(I

notric that
they

have reverted
party

to

English
in Resert

years).
Same coral bodies

olyerted
to

weing

envelepes pimted
with the words "on His

Majerty's
service" and

substituted the
legend serptory

na lepoany.
one of there was the

North Dublin
Guardians of

which
my

mother was a member when

the nuns in
charge of the Union Lospital

Invited
Lady

Aberdeen to

visit the
matitition,

the sinn Fein members
of

the Board sunuded
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in
preventing

the visit
from taking place

in such minor
ways

the sinn Feiners
fought every step of the road in an

egport
to

combat the national
apathy

which was almost universal after
the

Liberal
Party

Lad come to
Power

in
England

in 1906
John

Redmond's

Party
had fred themoelves to the Liberals in the

belief
that Home

Rule would result st was
argned

that a Home Rale Bill could

not be passed until the Power of the House
of

Lords had been

curtailed, which would cake time Even then the
Questrim

of

Welsh Discotatlishment was to have
Priority

and the Irish

Party
mast be content to wait.

The
years of waiting

were used
by

the Irish
Party

in
adorning

their Followers
as adherent of the

government
the

Party
were

in a
Position

to secure such Prsitions as prstmarkes,

postman and all snch minor offries for
their nominees

The belter-off
classes were

flattered by being appointed

jushess of
the pease. Writers on the Freeman's

grumal
were Made

local
government inspectois

and in

the
cegal

would,
patrmage

was
supreme, Practically everyone

was
benefiting

in me
way

or another and there was almost

univeroal resentment of the sinn fern
poling

which was

that no Irishman should serve an ahen
government

in any

capacity aecordingly,
the sinn Feiners were

always
in the

minarity
on coral councils and had

nsually
a hard

fight

to be elerted at all
Mary enlightered perorns

who

appoved of
the constructive side

of
the movement,

industrial

development ek, Were unable to
support

its
politrial side,

above all the
suggeotion

that the Irish
representatives

should withdraw
from Westminster. at a time when

for

the
frist

time in
listory, patronage

lad
parsed

to the

lands
of

Irishmen! The ferm sinn Feiner in those
days

was

almost as
approbrions

as the word communist is
to-day

Matters cane to a Lead when Charles Dolan M.P.
for

Lertrim

Presigned
Lis seat in Parliament and stood

again at the moning

bye
clection as a sinn Fein candidate on the atstention issue the

was
of

course
defeated

but the castion - which was
fought

with
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Enreeding brtkrness forussed public attention on the sinn fein

poling.
guxs present at an enrrmons public meeting held

after the dertion in the Round Room F the Rotunda. Ammg the

speakers was Sean mae Diarmuda who hed bean active during

the election and who then became an arganiser For

sinn Fein, The Councils Bill had received a bad reception

and had been rejected by a United League Convention, although

sponsored by john Relmond & the party
Leaders and the

parhanentery forces were weakened by the split which

oremred between the elements who favoured the Annent

Order of
Hibernians & the O'Brien-Healy group

who were

opposed ls that organization. There factors appeared w

favour the grouth of Sinn Fein.
Irish elcome compedoorgen the newly fourdon National University

My own first efferts in putlic affaris were connected with

the campaign for Compulsory
Irish In The Matrimlation Examination

of the
National University. The Parliamentary Party were oppesed

to the demand which was being pressed for by public bodies

throughout the country
at the instigation of the gaelie League.

I joined a committee suppposed to be composed
of

students

in fart save for myself all were graduates to organize

student opinion. We arranged for the signing by pupils

of secondary schools throughout the country of a memorial

requesting that Irish be made an ersential subject for

admission to the University. There werediffriulties in some

cases in getting permission from the heads of the schools

to collert the signatures but on the whole the silane was

remarkably successful and it was stated subsequently that

this manorial-signed by many thousands from among those who

night be experted to become University students had an

effect on the decision of the University senate when it

accepted the compulsory Irish principle. Many of the members

of
the committee have since died, including Dr Dundon, Whom I met

again on
Easter Monday, 1916, Dr Fearon a T.D. who opposed the

Treaty and mr John King Solinter of Newcastle Co-Drun who

in 1922 was capelled form the Six Counties.
Among

those still
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Alive are Mr P. Little T.D., Dr Servosas OCullingh, Judge

OByrne of the supreme Court and Dr McCartan
Sinn Fein oppertspravent municipal Reception of King George and Queen woss

In 1911 King George II visited Dublin on his acession to the

throne. All the force of the Sinn fein element was pushed

into preventing a Municipal reception at Dublin. In these

efforts The ORahilly was especially prominent. Riotous scenes

orcurred outside the City Hall on the day when the resolution

to present an address
of coyalty

was to be debated as the load mayor
(O'Farrell)

who was Known to be in favour of the motion had restricted

admission to the public gallery. For some odd reason be had

given instructions that no woman
were to be admitted and

when some members of the Council endenvoured to bring in

the Counters Markieviez, both she and her escort were

Girted forcibly. However, the Corporation decided against

being Coyal, As no money was made available to

decorate the streets, a committee of
citizens decided to collert

funds for the purpose and called a meeting in the

artinet concert roomo. They must have been simple folk for

no restictions were put on admission and the meeting

resolved itself into a series of speeches from the floor

by O'Rahilly, Sheehy-Speffington, sean Melroy & the Counters.

eventually stewards were summoned and efforts made to

remove the interlopers but the meeting finally broke up

in confrision

A suggestion had been made in the newspapers that
every

Irishwoman with the Christian name of Mary, should partriepak
this effert was poperlorry know to collecting

marys
in an address of welcome to Queen Mary A seratch

committee got together in 6 Harcourt St.
of

which I Was

secretary, to cope with this matter, They followed up

cases where employees of Business houses were asked to sign,

as well as doing newspaper propaganda aganist the

proposal. They also had Cenlfet printed for distribution

among crowds standing to see the royalties. Thoreleaflets

set out the national position

While the preparations were
going

on
public meetings

were
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Being held nightly in different parts of the city to sonse

nationalist feelings It was on the occasion of me of these

meetings that miss Helena Molony threw a stone through

a picture of King George which had been erected at

Yeates's corner. She was arrested & admitted do bail that

night. The following day was that when the Corpnation

meeting refevred to previonsby book
place

and when
we

had all-including miss Molony-been thrown nat of the

City Hall, we crossed over to the police Court
where she

was brought up The magistrate failed to understand

the incursion and threatened to have the Court cleared

then with the remark that he world "not brook any Simon

tappertit,
male or female" he sentenced her to a berm

of imprisonment
with the rption

of a fine.
The

rejuned to

pay the fine and was taken
to

Mountjoy,
whence she

was relesved mysterionsly a few days later, as the fine

had been paid amonymonsly.

Later in the
summer miss molony, in company with

Sheeby. Skeffington, was again arrested-this sime for

seditions speeches made at a Sunday morning meeting at

beresford Place.
Export cutions of home Rule Beep Country Loyal to the french Parliamentary Paily

After the Sarlianent Bill was parsed curterling the power

of the House of Lords, Home Rule Appeared to be approuling

and in spite of all the work of Arthur Griffith and

those who anticipated that nothing would result,

the country settled down to support
of the Irish

Parliamentary Party. For this
the growth of the A.O.H.

was no doubt cargely resprasible, arsisted by the

poling I have mentrined
of distributing

the (Minor) sports
the Olunlger and the wan

I was out
of

Ireland during the years 1912-1914

and when I retumed,
things

had undergone a complete

change. The volunteers had split, the British Army was being

represented as an Irishman's natural
hone

and in Dublin

it would have been dangerous to suggest that the first

great war was not being
fought for the benefit of

small nations.
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Foundation of Cumann not m Ban

Cumann na m Ban had been founded to assist the Volunteer

movement at the and of 1913 or the beginning of 1914, I

understand that the idea
of

such an organization emanated

form Thomas MacDonagh. Miss OFarrelly was the first

President, The promoters may have had in mind
an

auxiliary association of
women acting under the general

instructions of the volunteer Eneoutive but the organisation

immediately declared itself to be an indepant organisation

of
woman determined to make its own decisions.Splet on Volunteer and

Cumann na m Ban
After the Volunteer split on the outbreak of the war,

a Convention

of Cumann na mBan,

was held to determina the future of the

organisation. There was a
strong

clement which was

annions not to involve itself in the split, they

desired to remain Mentral and to assist both

Volunteer bodies. The Convention however noted that

the resources of the soerity should be pledged to the

see bottomy

page

Irish Volunteers. Miss OFarrelly resigned with a

number
of

others and when the Convention's deision

was conveged to the Branches, many members followed

suit, whole
Branches

disappearing in some cases

I was not a member
of Cumann na m Ban at this

time out was in and out
of its offries a good deal, and

a good deal
of its work was done at my home as my

mother had Taken over the Chairmanship. At this fine

the
office was in D'Olier St where a room had been

provided by
Sean Ru Drarmada Adjarent to

the
editorial

offril of Irish Freedom for which he was responsible. When

the
Irish Volunteers secured premises in Dawson

Street, the

Cumann na m Ban secured a room there.
Joann Britret
Branch of
c nam Ban

I joined

the Central Branch of
Cumann na m Ban in 1915 somewhat

doubtfully. At

that time their progremme did not
appeal to me but from

the frend
of

events I felt a desire to
belong

to
some

organised body. There were two branches in the City of Dublin,

The principal speaker on this side was miss Mary MacSwiney and

she
was supported

by
Mrs ODonovan

of
Limerick and miss

min Ryan.
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The Central Branch which met weekly at the Guilic Langue

offices 25 Parnell Square and the ingmide na Klorprann branch

which met at 6 Harcourt Street. It is
necessary here to

draw

or distinction between the old
ingmode na Klorprann, a

society which developed from the Committee formed by

miss gonne on the occasion
of Queen Victorias visit and

the Cumann na m Ban branch bearing the same name. The

branch included members who had not been in the

old
body

and there were some injmide who did not
join

Cumann na m Ban.
Castle Actoweties Occenpt

sinn Fern.
The events

of
1915 which stand out in my mind are chiefly

trials. I remember being in Court when F Sheeby
Skeffington,

Sean
Milroy & Sean MacPermet were sentenced for

anti-uerniting speeches and at the green street mial of

Sean O'Hegarty and a companion for seditious offences,
In

the Catter case the accused weredefended by Tim Healy

I went down to Bray with the o'Rahilly & others when Desmond

Fitzgerald was sentenced for disobeying an Order restricting

bus morements. There events partook of the nature
of

social functions.

Propaganda activities were important. Arthur Griffith's

weekly paper was
repeatedly

suppressed and it was

necessary on each creasion to find
a new name for

the paper
and a new printer. I think that in spite

of
these diffioulties hardly a week elapsed

urthout a

paper appearing
Promtment Sinn Feiners Pearent power Restaurant

Arthur Griffith, John MacBride and
Henry Dixon net every day

for lunahern at the restaurant runed by my mother
at

21 Henry Street. Others know where to find them and it

followed that I saw a great deal
of the people

concerned with wents of the time, especially the O'Rahilly

and sean MacPermot who called in constantly
pie paration for the Kesene

In the winter
of

1915-1916 I was asked to help with the

making-up of first field Dressings for the Dublin Volunteers

at first I
gare an hour or Ins

daily
to the ank fort astione.
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Palm Sunday.

On Palm Sunday night a
concert was held in the Frosters' Hall,

41 Parnell Square to raise funds for
the Volunteers, It was organized

by Min Ryan a Member of the Cumann ra onBan Executive

&
the hall was crowded, Miss Ryan was in close Louch with

Lean macDermot & it seems shange
now that she went

ahead
with it, presumably with his encouragement, The

money to be expected would hardly exceed L 50,
an

insignificant amount & with
a rising planned

within a

week it could not be pat to any useful purpose I

assume that it was exactly for these reasons that

miss Ryan may have been encouraged to hold the concert

as it would suggest to the authorities that nothing

immediate was in contemplation.

It way have been for the same rlsoon that Balmer Hobson

was mooted to deliver a speech
during the concert I cannot

recall a single word of that speech but I
do

remember

the coustemation created by
it as it drift was that the

duly of the
volunteers was to husband their shength

& not
allow

it
to be exhausted by futile

& premature

efforts.

When the concert was over I walked down to the G.T.O. with

Desmond Fitzgerald, Hobson and someone else walked

behind as
I was fold afterwards-

I forget by whom-

that on that night hobson's life was in danger
of

being taken & that it might have been saved
by

the

fact that be was with a group.
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When I bearded the train for
cook at Kingsbridge I pat in a

corner &
put my bag leside me, between me & the window

The
carriage

was not
very

full

until we reached Limerick

Junction
when it beanie rowded & in order to make room

I was fried to
pat the bag on the rack above my head

I was fully immersed in a book I was
reading

& was merely

conscions that there was & priest sitting leside me, The

variores passengers alighted at one or
other

of the stations

between The junction & mallow, There was then a whole

string of stations at which the train
stopped-Emily

Butterant, Knuckling, Kilmallock, At Mallow the carriage

emptied
itself & I

found myself
alone: It then orcurred

to me that
my bag might

perhaps be searched at cork, in

view of the mounting Tension. I
thought it improbable

however
that I would

myself
be searcher so I decedent

to slip the envelope
I had been

given
into the lining

of my cost. Whereupon I
upped

a
few

strtihes & look

down the
bag. Immediately I realized that the bag in my

hand was not mine. The train was about to start

and I
jumped

out with
the idea of staying

as near as

possible to the scene of my loss.

I decided to
go

to the station master & explain that my

bag
had been taker in error & ask him to telephone

back to the various stations to
enquire if perhaps the

person who had taker it had discovered his mistake and

left
it at the station

My difficulty was that I could

not be sure

where

the
priest-if

it was he-had
got

out. The

station master
began operations by opening

the bag

which had
been left & we found in it a packet -

like a book or photographs-addressed
to

"Father Hayes"

Inquires
had

meanwhile
been made from passengers
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Off
the

train & a man cane forward to
say, That Father Hayes

of Hospital hat
got off the train at knockling the

station master than telephoned
to

knockling

but

nothing
was known there.

I
inquired as to the best

means

of getting to
Hospital

but there was
no hope of

a train

in that direction that
night- the last had

just gone-
so there was nothing to

do but west
for

the last

him to cork which was due in a few hours time

While I weited I
remembered all the storees

I
had

heard of how versions ferians had dropped letters

in the sheet or left them lying around
for the castle

to
find and I remember thinking that it was nonsense

to
say that people's him could

to white in a
night, Of

such a
thing were possible, mine would certainly be

white as snow, my only consolation was that a
priest was unlikely

to
go tothe police

Eventually the
him arrived &

I
set out on the last

stage of
my trip to cork. I realized that

I was in

another difficulty
now as I

did not know the

MacSwiney's address. It was written on the envelope and

I had
only glanied at it

before locking it in
my bag

I only knew that the name
of

the road began with

"glen" When I
got

to cork I a car and fold the

driver to lake me to
glen road,

mumbling the last
syllable. He

promptly said
"You mean glen- Rd"

giving

the right word When we reached the
road he asked

me what part of the road I winted and
of course I

had not the frintest idea I had hoped for
a

short suburban road & intended to knock at
the first

house
where there

was light & ask for
the

MacSwiney's

address Instead I found myself
in

a road as long as

the Dramsondra Road. However, when I saw a light in

a downstairs room
of

one house I
got

rid of the car

and knocked The door was not
opened

but a woman's
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Vorie asked who was there At once I recognized the

vorie as that of miss Mary MacSwiney
& induced her

to open the
told me that when she heard the knock

she thought it was the police
as few people

were

abroad at such an hour

Holy I sold my
sad story and

she
was really very

Thursday nine about it
I stayed in the house for the

remember of the night & very early next morning

miss MacSwiney got
in touch with her brother

who sent

word that the best
thing

to do was to
go

back to Hospital

& rehieve
the bag. I set out on

the just
him & at

knocklong hired a car to lake
me

to Hospital
which was

some miles distant I was
hoping to get

back to

Knockling
in time to catch the down

time
from Dublin

as
by

this rears I would be able to
get

back home

on the
afternoon

train
from

cock

The car was an open Ford & the roads were soft

& thick with mud Arrived in
Hospital

we discovered

that there were two priest's houses at a considerable

distance from one another for some reason we drive

first
to the more remote of

the tow and found A was

not the one we winted arrived back at the

other the door was
opened by

a woman with the

worst impediment
in her speech

that I had ever

emountered after a considerable time
during

which I was on tenterhooks as every minute was

of importune,
I understood that Father Hayes had

driver to
the station to

bring bock the bag
he

had taker
by

mistake By
going first

to the

wrong house we had missed him

Off we went again
for Knockling

station & shortly

before reaching it we met father Hayes coursing
Leonard as

He fold me
my bag

was at the station, but
that I
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Not
possibly

catch the him to cork,
However,

I
was

determined not to
give up & after

a
delay of

not more

than
a minute

we drive on I retrieved the bag
and flung myself into the train As

I parted

from
the

priest he called
after me "Did

that
bag

belong to
the Bishop of Cork?" and the

meaning ofthat
question has after puzzled me.

When I
got to

cork I
went to Thompson's restaurant where

miss MacSwiney
had arranged I should meet her father

who
was not she

ping
at has home

It was on account of
this appointment that & had

been so anxious not to
miss the train I

gave
Terence

MacSwiney the envelope addressed to
him

He opened it while we were talking & I
notried

that it contained a number
of

enclosures, also

in envelopes. carconsly,
in view

of Father Hayes's

questions,
one of these was

addreised to the Bishop
of Cork. I ersnued that it contamed a copy of

the
document which had been read by alderman

Kelly
at

the meeting
of the Dublin

corporation on
the precious Wednesday.

I retained to Dublin that night I
know

that it

was Holy Thursday
because on

leaving the restaurant
I went into

a church just off Patrick street and

there was an Altar of Repose.
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went in it became necessary to give practically white-time

service to this task. As I was not hed to any occupation I

could do this. Others came in and helped from time to time

bat the regular work was done by myself and miss

Eileen
Walsh, Caption of

the mymid branch, now Mrs Martin
Murphy,

it was rely in
Holy Week

that the requisite number of packets

was ready we were working on good Friday and the

final batch for the North County Dublin men was collected

by Frank Lawless of Swords from my home on Easter Saturday

when we removed everything from Dawson Street.(Insert her to Cook Keat Marshall)

Pitcontof the

Rearng

Throughout Holy Week it was evident to anyone in touch

with the Volunteers that Matters were moving towards a

climax. I recall that on Tuesday,
Denis McCullough of

Belfast came into the room where
Miss Walsh and I

were working. Jim Ryan was with him.
Mr McCullough

stood around aimlessly and it was clear that something

had Oveurred which had moved him very much. Finally

he took his farewells as if he would see me no more and

I Coneheded that he had received some news of great

import, Curiously, he has no
recollection

of
this

incident.
Ash Wednesday Mission to Cork

On Wednesday I was asked by Bulmer Hobson
to

take

a message to Terence
MacSwiney

to Cork. It was a
bulky

foolscape envelope Before I
best home for the Afternoon

train Sean MacDermot came in to ask for the use of a

room
ma meeting

that evening.

Empronte Oakly came in that the me chich my mother dis-
cusreg with after due, Torn malson on the Wsolen olive

was grue before the meeting but pary

mother hold me that cor 7 people attended, including

Pearse and Tom Clarke The presence of the Cather,
who

was not in the Volunteer
executive, and the small number

present suggests that the meeting consisted of the

signatories of the Reputhian proclamation At

the end of the Preceding week the volunteer executive had

met one in the house.
Meret here form toolsnap page, market A.

Haring delivered my envelope to Terence MacSwiney Who

was not sleeping in his home

On way

Returned
to Dublin
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Deeply distressed that he should have been kept in the dark

if there was truth in the story, Being supposed to know

nothing I had to
say

that I had no information but I felt

badly
about it and hurried home with my story. My mother

passed it in to the countess who agreed that the
O'Rahilly

should have been hold and stated that she
would take

the responsibility of telling him herself.
From that

moment
on however events moved with such rapidity

that she probably
never met him.

I still think that it was a aragedy that the O'Rahilly

Should have been to heated, He may
not have been a

member
of the I.R.B

-
I don't know but his

zeal, loyalty

and enthusiasm
were unimpeachable, He was know to be

a close friend of john MacNeill which may have

affected the matter but if the leaders had taken

into their confidence - as his position entitled him to expect

his influence with MacNeill at the crucial moment

night have been reliable. It should have been evident

to anyone who knew him that
once a

Rising was

inevitable
he would not be

missing.
When I saw him

in
the G.T.O. in

the following week he explained
his

presence
by saying that for two years past all his

energies had
been devoted to securing arms & Ammunition

&
that when the people

to whom he
had

supplied

these things were making
use

of them, it
would be

unbecoming for him, not to be with them
(continuation to on April sheets)

Sunday morning brought the Sunday independent with

MacNeill's Orders Before it arrived the countess had

departed, leaving
behind

her the clothes into
which

she

intended to change where the fight was ever and

the republic challenged. During the morning my brother

came in
from

Mars in the Tro cathedral and Told me that a

young man had spoken to him to ask for help in a difficulty
He

was a teacher in Belfast on his way to Kerry for his holidays

In the train the evening before he had been asked to take charge
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Of a gun, the owner of which thought he
night be searched

at Amiens St He took the gun to his hotel but the owner

had not clamed it & he was baring Dublin that afternoon,

I went forth to
retrieve the gun, Goring first to a man

named Tobin ho lived in Hardwicke St. Tobin was

not at home so I wen't down to Liberty Hall which

appeared to be crowded with people coming and

going, The hall was like a busy railway
station

After some parleying I saw Michael Mallin who took

own the address and promised
to have the matter

attended to at once.

Otherwise
Easter Sunday was a

dreary day of

anti-climax. Tumann na inBan had been mobilized

for
6 that evening at the Black Church. Even though

I
knew that everything was off I went to the

appointed place & was told to
go

home again

I don't
know

by
whom and my

recollection is clear

that those who came were not told to return next

day.



Easter Week

Some time early on Easter Sunday, someone brought in the

Sunday
independent with MacNeill order.

Shortly

Afterwards my brother came in from Mass & asked me to

arrange for the collection
of

a gun, the where about
of

which had been brought
to his notice while coming from

Mass. A young man who knew his appearance had

spoken to him & explained that he was a seacter in

Belfast on his
my

is kerry for holidays In The hein

from Belfast the persons evening a man whom he knew

lad asked him to during the gun in his
baggage

through

Amiens St station where detectives were always statement

& had promised that it would be
collected cater in the

evening
The promise

had not been kept
& the young

teacher did not know what to do as he was continuing

his journey that day, My brother asked me to
go

first to a house in Hardwicke
St & to ask for a man

named Tobin (I understand
that Tobin Who was in

relation of Siam Tobin was on the supreme council
of

the

I.R.B.) - failing him to
go

to liberty hall.

At Hardwicke St I saw
a

very
frightened corking

women who hold me that her
husband

had not
been

home all
night. As I left a young man followed me

& hold me that if
I was cooking for Mr Tobin he was at

liberty hall.
I went there & found

the place in

a commotion The hallway, Passages & Norris were

packed with people coming & going
to that I

did not

know where to turn, However I saw William O'Brien &

explained that
I wanted to see some one in Authority

the produced commit Mallin, who was already in uniform,

& who
undertook to send for the gun

at once.

At some time during the day I
think the countess

markievcez returned to the house, which she had left early

before the paper came she explained that she would
not

be back that
night

but
was sending Dr. Kathleen Lynn



To ownpy
her bed

Rumours of engsterious. Happenings in Kerry had
been

current in the city on Saturday
& on

Sunday through some

medium we heard hat sir Roger Casement had bee taken

At C.M. I went to the
mobilization

point
of Cumana

ma mBan
the Black Church

even
though

I
realized

that these would be

nothing doing,
and was sent away.

Monday

Very early on Monday
morning my brother soused me and

said
I mast go to the

country
in a message, He give me

a sealed envelope addressed to Dr. Dundon
of

Borris, Co
Carlow,

He said that the arms ship had been sunk, I
set off

for Kingsbridge station on foot & Bought in early train

reaching Borris about 12 o'clock, I had net Dr Dundon

previously at the time of
the

compulsory
Gush campaign

when he was a member
of

the stantan's
Committee, after

I reached his house there was delay before he appeared

I realized afterwards that
he had been out all

night carrying out the
orders to demobilize & was

asleep when I arrived. He spened the envelope

I handed him
& immediately dashed out of the

room. A few minutes Cater he returned & showed

me the message, This ran as follows, writhen
in

pencil in a half - sheet of notepaper:

"We rise at noon to-day, Obey your orders P.H.P."

"Ginger" O'Connell was in the house & it was to show
him

the message that Dr Dundon had ran out.

"Ginger" was a strong MacNeill supporter & was

inclined to be critical of my
news. This was very

natural in the circumstances, There were few volunteers

in the co Carlow & there could have been no question

if a rising en
masse

in that county There were

however small gross
in key positions at

long

distances from
me another & the two officers had

spent
the

whole of the previous night into
the

morning
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in driving
all over the county dismissing

these men to

their tomes & stopping them from carrying rut
the

tasks which
had been assayed

to
them, such as

hocking the railways. Quite clearly it would have been

impossible to get word round again a few hours

later, further, the clement of surprise had been lost,

and there was the further psychological farter that

people once keyed up
and thon let down could not

rouse
themselves

to the same pitch immediately afterwards.

I dented I had best get back quickly to Dublin

but before
I set out seumas Doyle of Enniscorthy arrived

He
already had had word & had come over for consultation,

ginger
went back with him

to
enniscorthy

& some time

after I got the train

St was necessary to change at
Bagenalstown

& when some

time had passed without the Dublin train arriving I

realized that the revolution had
indeed broken out and

that communication
with the capital had been cut off.

Stwas a curious sensation, which I can still recall,
to

stand on a crowded platform
knowing

that no one
else

in the crowd had an
inkling of

the reason for the

failure of the train to
arrive a young British

officer

was in a state of furs as has have was up & he

Rad hoped by catching
the mailboat on Monday night

to

reach frame the
following day.

He was closeted for

some time with the stationmaster
& I

then dented

to move in
some

other direction. I could not get

to Dublin neither could
I

stay
in Bagenalstown so I

dented to make for Kilkenny and
from

there
go, as

chance offered, either to Waterford where I had relatives

or to wenford
to the tomeof the Ryans. However I had no

money to see me through what would probably be a

nonblesomejourney so kere was nothing forit but
to

return to Borris and borrow money from Dr Dandon,

the return
journey

had to be made in an outside car
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Dr Dundon was very
kind and give me L 5. as it was

by now late in the evening he suggested that I should

Lemsin until morning by kat sine ginger would

probably be bock from wenford & might lane some news,

he did in jack return during the night but had kittle w

report.

Tuesday
Both the Dortor & myself had fully experted to be arrested

before morning as my arrival Force in a small village

mast have been notried but in fact nothing happened

and he was not arrested until a week later, He was

at the sine engaged to be married and went through the

ceremony before his arrest. His fiancée miss flood drive

with me to kilkenny & it was arranged
that if

we
were

stopped she would say that I was seriously ill and that

Dr Dundon had arranged for me to be had admitted to

hospital in kilkenny.

Before I loft ginger grove me a long list of instructions

for Mr de Loughery who was upparenthy the volunteer

officer in kilkenny. I memorized the instructions which

were to collert all possible
arms

ammunition & have his men

ready to obey further orders. During the morning one

of
the coral volunteers, an engine driver naned

prepared

if ordered to block the railway-line by running his

engine off. He printed out however that it night be

well to
keep

the line from Borris to Pallas clear was

to facilitate communications with north wexford. His

risit & the kilkenny instructions caused me to leave

Borris in a Somewhat happier frame of mind as it

seemed
to ne that something might happen upper all

in the district

kilkenny was reached Anthony incident life there

appeared
to be goring on as usual & I rioted Mode

Loughery who did not appear to be very pleased to see

met. I explemed the circumstances which brought me
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There, my messages and walked out of the shop, I

was not asked where I was goring or how I proposed to get

there. Altogether I felt that my room was more appreciated

than my company.

going to the railway station to take the first train going in

either direction I had the luck in the afternoon to be in

the spot when a train moved out in the Dublin direction

st was explemed to the passengers that there was in guarantee

that it would get
beyond

kildare but in fact it ran

to Kingsbridge.

Reslising that
my family lived in the shadow of the G.T.D.

I did not know what I would find on arrival and

after my chilly reception in kilkenny I felt very

down ant was cheered up somewhat when a
man who

was caving the train at carlow stopped to
give

me some

renting matter and whispered "I saw
you

in Bates yesterday,"

I knew he meant to show fellow
feeling

and the incident

heartened me.

at Kingsbridge a line of soldiers was drawn up across

the bridge & it was announced that no men would be

allowed to pass, I
got through to the north quays

and then found it almost impressible to get any

further. At every
corner in the neighbourhood of the

then Royal barracks
(now Collins Barracks) a sentry was

stationed who would allow no one to pass. Night

was beginning to fall & I eventually got into a

network of small streets behind the quays. There

was no street lighting & the neighbourhood was unfamiliar

I derided to take a detour by the north circular Road

but was turned back by
people who told me mat

there was fighting in the Phitsborough region. As it

got dark I got afraid that I might be attached & robbed

as I was carrying a traveling bay & law & order bad

clearly been the first casualty. However I reached

Smithfield which was in pitch darbness and I can still
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Remember the uneasiness with which I left the path to cross this

enormous empty space, I had a feeling that perhaps I

night wander round in the cinder until morning if
I

failed to rose in a straight line bat I reached the other

side safely, felling in there with a man, who had his

wife & child with him. He told me that they bad been

forced to lave their home on the other side of the quays

as the military were taking possession of houses there to

command the four courts We parted at the sept corner

& I again fumed east hoping to make my way through

little
marry

St to the G.T.O. a few murder later a

barricade manned by volunteers appeared before me

it was snot in front of the Richmond hospital. I asked

fu the officer in charge & was taken down to the four

courts where
& saw commdt Red Daly, who sent a man

to

accompany ne to the G.T.O. the courts none I remember was

Denis cuffe. We walked along the darkened quays which

were complekly deserted & I can recall the crunching

of broken glass under our feet, the only lamps

lighting were those on O'Connell bridge itself I understand

that these were controlled by the port & Dorkes Bourd

I entered the Dost office by a side clove in Punies St,

used by vans. The door was opened by George plunpett

who look me into the front part of the building

where most of the lenders were, I reported the

aresult
of my

travils to pearse & then spoke to the

O'Rahilly & lean macDermot. Sean told me that miss

gorvan Duffy was upstairs in charge of
the commissariat

but suggested to me that before taking up duly I

should go
round the corner & tell my mother that

I wesback. So far as he knew, he raid, the house

had not been rocated.

I went home then & found that a barricade had

been erected arises the sheet in fount
of

our house

& that furniture was being taken out to build
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It almost mimedinkly my parents & sister came

ant & gold me that they were heading for the

house of some friend or other I thought it bert

to accompany them so that I would know later

where they would be We walked up Parnell

square & round to mountain
square where we

knorked at the house of me Walter Cole she

received as most hospitality as he was to do with

numerous refugees during the following days.

a few weeks preciously he had given a big

party in his healthful house and many of the

Natrona centers had been present lean MacDiarmadec

seen I OCenllaigh O'Rahilly amony them

St had groan very lake & I dented to get some

sleen it possible having had cattle the preview night

next morning
after being wakened by the bombing soberly Dull by the Helga

I went back to Henry St with my mother

Wednesday who was anxious to fetch provisious the volemteers

were in possession & we divided up everything

the bulk of the food being carried into the G.T.O.

not through the street but along onside the

houses where holes had been broken through the

walls.
About this time I met

Mrs
sheehy skeffington

who was making inquiries about her husband the

had not seen him sine Monday.
My mother told

her that he had called on Monday & that she bad

made him take sea before he set out for

Rathmines which was about c.p.m. St was of

course his last journey but at the lime nor for

welks later did anyone know the farts

Mrs sheehy skeffington came into the G.T.O.

with me & mahertook to conocy provisions to the

college of surgeons where there was said to be a

shortage. White I was talping to lean MacDiarmadec

Sean Mcgarny came up
& said that

caption wenfer

had just been belled at the opposite side of the sheet.
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I war bed in the Biphen for some fine mm

Paorn Daffy was
in charge & by this

time could

not stand as her feet had swollen from

starling for days on end after a while

the O'Rahilly came to me & esked me to do

something for him
he beliered that there

would be a fight to a finish in the G.T.O,
that

the volunteers could hold fut for a
for fortnight

in the cellars I thet the cart survivors night

canapé ife
he were among them he propend w

shed his uniform, feking the clothes of some of the

prisoners it would he cosentral to him to have

a safe place
of retreat,

a house owned by

someone relialle but completely
unknown the

asked me
to

find such a house at the same

tine he wrote a note to his wife which he

asked me to deliver I sewed the note in the

hem of my skirt & was able to deliver it
only

when

his death was alrealy known of
in the same way

I found the house required - it had to be on the

north side - but it wes never needed

games connolly
had asked me to try to

get him

some razor blades so I set out on my two messagas

O'Connell st was tod dangerous a thoroughfare by

daylight so it was necessary to go back through

the holes in the walls of
the henrys St houses to find

a house to fit
O'Rahilly requirements was beymd

me person ally so I
went back

to mr cole's to

get my
mothers help it was she who losated

a woman who world not be
afraid & when we

returned to coles min ryan & Phyllis arrived there

on their way back from doing messageo for sean

mac Dermot in the D nimeondra district both were
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Enhausted & were glad to sleep on the
premises,

although

little sleep was possible with contmuors rifle fire

uraday Towards morning I fell sleep & was unkened by

min Ryan who was already fully dressed I gave

her a note for O'Rafilly with the address he wanted

& got ready to follow her
myself

However the

half dour which intervened was vital while min

and Phyllis got through I was unable to get beyond

Findlater's Church During the night the process of

surrounding the G.T.O. had begun & all approach

was impossible. From the high ground

at the top of Tarnell squaie I saw a procession
of

women bearing a white flag crossing
O'Connell street

at the tamell monument. These were inhabitants

of the moore sheet - Tamell street area caring their

homes for safety

During that day two emirsaries sent out from

the G.T.O. reached coles - both were setting
out

for

the country - one was a miss Higgnis, a member of

cumann rs m Ban, the other was a man whore name

I never heard. By nightfall it was evident

that the O'Connell sheet area was
turning



Shortly after the formation of the Ladies' Land League

was announced I called at its offices at 39 Upper O'Connell

St. and saw for the first time Miss Anna Parnell. I was very

young and spmewhat nervous as I came without an introduction,

but she put me
at my ease at once. She was then about 27 years

of age, of medium height and ender figure, very attractive

with her fair complexion, humcurous blue eyes and thick golden

hair. Looking back on the strenuous years which followed, I

am confident that the success of the Ladies' Land League and

the mark it left on its time was due primarily to Anna's

Parnell's strong personality and iron will, but those qualities

now. seem less remarkable to me than her exceptional
Jeff

of meeting

emergencies successfully and her high courage.

To do justice to her memory and that of her sister Fanny,

one must recall the circumstances of those days and the political

economic and social elements of the national. struggle. in the

autumn of 1879 it became evident that the country was confronted

with another 47. Famine menaced the poorest
dètricts, those

that were most Irish and most thickly populated. Nevertheless

the landlords proceeded to enforce their rights and in view of

the dire need of the tenants a conflict became may itable.

Writing later on the situation Anna Parnell said:

"When O'Connell saw a famine approaching, he ran to the

English Government for help--something like a sheep appealin

to a wolf to protect her lambs. The Young Irelanders wrote

poetry. The Land League went neither to the British

Covernment nor to the muses but set about trying. to stop the

famine themselves. As rulers they became a governm ent de

facto. Had they only continued as they began there mighy

be only one government in ireland and that not the English

These words indicate her clear vision and bold national outlook.

With the founding of the Ladies' and League in 1881 her
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hes
organised public work began. The Land League leaders foresaw

their probable arrest and the chaos that would ensue. Realising

what would then be the condition of the evicted tenants and
then

families of the prisoners, they decided to call into existence

an organisation of women to carry on the neces5ary work when the

English government would attempt to cripple the national movement,

Anna Parnell's strong sense of responsibility showed itself at the

outset. She resisted a suggestion that the new league should be

run on the lines of the St. Vincent de PaulSociety and claimed

for it full power not alone to provide for the victims of the

struggle but also to direct a national organisation working in

co-operation with the Land League. when the latter was xxxxxxxx

suppressed in October 1881 her prophetic wisdom was seen. Over

1,000 men were arrested and lodged in Kilmainham, Galway, Naas

and other jails. In each jail centre catering arrangments had

to be set up supervised and paid for by the women, in addition

to the core of the evicted tenants and their families. The work

was further increased when the national newspaper "United
Ireland"

was suppressed. The Editor, Mr. William O'Brien was already in

jail and after the proclamation the entire staff was arrested.

No man could safely enter the offices at 33 Lower Abbey St. and

the whole work devolved on the girls of the Ladies? Land League.

They kept up a continuous issue, arranging for the printing in

various centres--sometimes at Liverpool or even as far away as

Paris--but more often on the paper's own machines, and then

getting it carried away for distribution.

All the forces of the British Government were thrown into

the fight against us and as well we had to suffer dehunciation by

inflnential
anthorities at home

aich cohop of casgal
On the other hand Dr. Croke published an

letter,

defending the vomen from attack and praising the
work they were

doing.
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To
Anna Parnell musybe given the chief credit for all this

activity of the first national organisation of Irishwomen. Her

organising
powers her strength of will were responsible forits

success. For
18 months

she gave her entire time to this task

not merely in Dublin, but addressing public meetings all over

the country at a time when many of our members were arrested.

In view of the difficulties to be overcome and the large

number of our branches, it is pleasant to recall the harmony that

existed among the members of the contro1long committee. Anna

Parnell's
exceptional personality heled the cordial relations

that existed between all of them. Her kindly ways and her great

sense of humor banished anything that might mature into

unpleasantness and the fact that the work in hand was recognised

by all as of greet national importance left little time for

disagreement between the members.

She was the pioneer of the organised advanced women of

Ireland. She never lost an opportunity of urging the cause

of the tenant farmers. Her speeches were always incisive and

courageous and she did not hesitate when necessary tondenounce

the conduct of the Crown forces and the intimidation practised

by them. In
January, 1882, the Ladies8 Land League was pro-

claimed
as illegal. She and her colleagues decided to continu

their workopenly. An Order signed by her and her co-secretary

Miss N.
Lynch

instructed all branches to meet publicly at 3 on

the following Suhday. The unanimous answer to this call

nullified the
proc lamation.

With other members of the

central branch I went to the offices in O'Connell St. All

members of the Executive were Clevebut I may say that we did littlexsi

business
beyond rejoicing in the success of our coup. Next

morning the Press recounted how Miss Anna Parnell had outwitte

"the powers that were" and made a laughing stock of those in

authority.
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The organisation continued to flourish. No eviction occurre

without the presence of one of our members whose task it was to

provide shelter for those driven from their homes. The police

attempted to prevent the erection of wooden houses for the

victims and when all other ways of fixing responsibility for this

barbarity had failed Miss Parnell succeeded by a bold
stroke. On

a fine summer afternoon
as

Earl Spencer
the Lord Lieutenant

drove down Westmoreland St.

surrounded by cavalry with drawn swords, Anna Parnell walked up

to the horses'
heads, took hold of the bridle, stopped the

parade and asked the Lord Lieutenant for an explanation of his

conduct. The bystanders gasped in amazement but when the

courageous questioner was finished she walked aalmly back to the

footpath,
returned to the office and ccontinued her work as usual.

Unlike her younger sister, Fanny Farnell's national work was

done- not in Ireland but in America where her activities were 0

of the greatest assistance to the Ladies' Land League at home.

Although she was not here when the women were
in charge

of the

struggle she played a big part in their success by her appeals

for finencial aid from Americans for the organisatñòn. Without he

the programme of
assisting

the people and defying the English

government could not have been carried through as it was. Vast

sums of money were necessary for the maintenance of the evicted

tenants. The amount required was an ever-increasing one but the

women at home could always
rely

on the weekly contributions from

America gallantly organised by Fanny Parnell.

She is often thought of as the poet of the movement and many

are unaware that she was also a very practical worker in the tan

national cause. She was not however, as is sometimes stated,

the organiser of the Ladles' Land League; that was the work of

her sistor Anna, He Aioter

Fanny will always be remembered as the author of the poem

"Shall mine eyes behold thy
Glory, Omy country?" Some other vers



verses of hers in appeal to the Darmers of Ireland were at the

time considered to constitute a most treasonable document. In

the trials for ytreasonable conspiracy
ayairae the decdent

in the autumn of 1880

these verses were read out and put in evid nce by the crown

prosecutor. In conclusion I shall read some verses from this

poem which will indicate the intense and glowing patriotism

which animated their author.

Now are ye men or are ye kine
Ye tillers of the soil?

Would ye be free or evermore
The rich man's cattle toil?

The shadow on the dial hangs
That point the fatal hour

Now hold pour own or branded slaves

Forever cringe
and

cower.

0h by the God that made us all
The seigneur and the scrf

Rise up and swear this day to hold

Your own green Irish turf

Ripe up and plant your feet as men
Where now you crawl as slaves

And rake your harvest fields your camps
Cr make of them your graves.

The birds of prey are hovering round
The vultures wheel and swoop

They come, the coronetted ghouls
With drumbeat and with troop

They come to fatten on your flesh
Your children's and your wives

Ye die but once hold fast your lands
And if ye can your lives.

Three hundred years your crops have sprung

Your butchered
sires, your famished sires

For ghastly compost spread

Their bones have fertilised your fields

Their blood has fallen like rain

They
died that you might eat and live

god! have they died in vain?
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